Wireless networks combined with location technology create new problems and call for new decision aids. As a precursor to the development of these decision aids, a concept of communication distance is developed and applied to six situations. This concept allows travel time and bandwidth to be combined in a single measure so that many problems can be mapped onto a weighted graph and solved through shortest path algorithms. The paper looks at the problem of intercepting an out-of-communication team member and describes ways of using planning to reduce communication distance in anticipation of a break in connection. The concept is also applied to ad hoc radio networks. A way of performing route planning using a bandwidth map is developed and analyzed. The general implications of the work to transportation planning are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview M OST of our communication is instant, relying on electronic networks. Yet, this has not always been so-communication has usually involved travel. Now, wireless technology is again creating a mix of travel and communication, with special characteristics. We can move as we communicate. We can know the physical locations of the people we are talking to. We can pass in rapid succession through areas of no connectivity and areas of high bandwidth. We are more likely to encounter sudden breaks in communication.
This paper sets out to define a new set of problems which occur in the context of mobile communication. By focusing on the time it takes to communicate a message, including the associated travel time, we can gain insights into a set of problems surrounding mobility, intermittency, and productivity. We call this concept communication distance and describe a set of mobility situations this concept applies to.
Our claim is that this concept is a useful way to frame mobility problems. It may have application in work on route guidance [1] , as well as in emergency response, contingency planning, and transportation planning. In order to make our points, we discuss six situations. First, we look at a simple emergency response situation and show how communication distance can frame a solution. We then discuss a similar situation involving secure communication. Third, we look at planning in disaster situations. Fourth, we discuss mobility in relation to ad hoc networks. Finally, we analyze two situations in which mobility and communication are closely intertwined and propose an algorithm for route planning. Extensions to the approach are discussed to handle dynamics and uncertainty.
The Concept
In Fig. 1 , two people can communicate by physically meeting. In order to do so, both may need to travel. The communication distance shown in the figure is 300 seconds, which might represent the amount of time it took for them to convene in a conference room and exchange a simple message.
With telephones, A and B can exchange a simple message practically instantly, as shown in Fig. 2 . We use epsilon to represent this practically instant communication.
In Fig. 3 , we combine movement and telecommunications. It might be that A's telephone service goes out. In such a case, if A is in an urban setting, A might walk to a phone booth to talk to B. The communication distance is the sum of the two links. Fig. 4 shows a cell phone connection, with both A and B mobile-if their radii of communication are within the vicinity of cell towers, the towers effectively bridge communication across a wired network, and the communication distance is epsilon.
In Fig. 5 , we show an example from a mobile ad hoc network. A and B, in order to communicate, may actually have to move to accomplish the communication. They do not have to meet, as in Fig. 1 , but their surrounding circles, representing their radio range, must meet. In such a case, we can measure their communication distance as the amount of time it takes them to establish the electronic connection. Usually, A and B will connect through many intervening nodes, but A and B need to move into the range of each other or nearby intermediaries.
Communication distance as we describe it is related to the concept of latency broadly viewed. We can describe the communication distance between two entities as the minimum possible latency for a particular message size using all available forms of movement and technology. Latency is usually defined as the sum of propagation, transmission, and queuing [2] . When we are communicating electronically, propagation delays are defined in relation to the speed of light. When we communicate by walking to meet someone, we can think of propagation as the amount of time it takes for us to get there. We are delivering the message packet by a very slow link.
Carrying a message involves a long propagation time and practically infinite bandwidth, in the sense that we can carry computer tapes, CD ROMS, and other forms of mass storage. When we hand over the message, we are performing transmission. Then, the message somehow needs to be read-we can allocate the time to parse the tape to the queuing component of latency. In the broader context of vehicle movement, when we model traffic congestion, we model it with queues. Why is it that we don't usually think about travel as part of communication? Part of the issue has to do with where we draw the boundary around the communication act. If I decide to walk down the hallway to talk to a colleague, I might define the start of the act as the moment at which I begin to speak. Or, I might define the start of the act as the moment I begin to walk.
The other reason we don't naturally combine the two concepts is that they compose differently. As a physical package moves from place to place, we can compose the movement by adding the travel time. But, with electronic communication, once we have enough data to fill a set of pipes, the time is constrained by the size of the smallest pipe. Transportation is, in our sense of the term, propagation-focused, and electronic communication is bandwidth-focused.
In speaking of transportation and communication, Cooley writes:
There is good reason for the separation of the two in the unlikeness of their processes ... Space-distance-as an obstacle to communication has so nearly been overcome that it is hardly worth considering [3] .
It is notable that this comment came in 1894, when the locomotive, the telegraph, and the telephone were widely seen as annihilating space. We are arguing that this annihilation is incomplete and that, by viewing problems of mobility through the concept of communication distance, we may gain insights. For example, by looking to minimize communication distance in a situation in which a connection has been cut, we will be more likely to consider alternative transportation and communication links. The possibility of other means of communication may not always be obvious to us, and these means can be important, as illustrated by the following scenario.
THE SITUATIONS

Communicating with Someone Who has been Disconnected
Situation 1. An emergency response team is sent out toward a disaster site by a command and control center. The team is approaching the disaster site when command and control learns that the site is chemically contaminated. Command and control tries to notify the emergency response team, but communication has been unexpectedly lost. How can communication be reestablished in the fastest manner?
Before the connection broke, the communication distance with the team was practically instant. With the wireless communication broken, the direct communication distance between the command center and the car is effectively infinite, as shown in Fig. 6 .
There is an indirect way to communicate. If the State Police are reachable by radio, they might be able to overtake the emergency response team and flag the team down. They are closer to an alternative, the city police, as measured by the amount of time it will take them to physically intercept the team and deliver a simple message. Initially, if we are in contact with a resource using wireless communication, we have a sense of closeness due to the immediacy of contact (see Fig. 7 ).
When a connection is broken, our perception is we cannot communicate with B (see Fig. 8 ).
But, in a situation in which there is a larger set of resources, there probably is an indirect way to communicate-by calling someone else, C, who may attempt to intersect B, with guidance from A as to B's location.
We have labeled the link between A and C with an epsilon, indicating instant communication. C can intersect B in 60 seconds. We have mapped mobile resources onto a graph structure so that communicating to B becomes a shortest path problem (see Fig. 9 ).
The above situation can be described more generally as involving the concatenation of different modes of mobility and communication. There are many situations which fall into this class-for example, if we needed to communicate with someone on a ferry, then, in the absence of radio contact, we would need to either wait at a dock or use another boat to intercept it. In emergency situations, there may be a variety of modes of transportation and communication that might be combined in many ways-by mapping the problem to a graph, we increase our chances of finding a novel solution.
Finding the Shortest Private Route
In an adversarial situation, we may wish to communicate privately and this may change the route we use. We can specify different levels of privacy for different modes of communication and then we can look for the shortest communication distance at a particular level of privacy.
Situation 2. Someone has the option of communicating in either a secure or insecure way-through couriers, over a cell phone, or over a secure line. What is the shortest secure way to communicate?
For example, consider Fig. 10 . A can communicate with B in one second over a phone at a low level of privacy or A can move to location C and can call from a secure telephone. Or, perhaps most privately, A can courier the message to B. In order to differentiate private from public communication paths, we can add an attribute to each edge indicating a level of security. Then, we can find the shortest path at a particular level of privacy by creating a new graph in which we first subtract edges at lower levels of privacy before performing a search.
Reducing Communication Distance through Planning
In Situation 1, we discussed a scenario in which someone unexpectedly lost a connection. But, in planning for emergencies, we may actually assume that we will lose connections.
Situation 3. An institution anticipates it may encounter a major disaster in which the communication and transportation infrastructure may be damaged. How might the institution plan now for a response in the future?
Some institutions create emergency plans which call for those who are disconnected to assemble at the closest of several prespecified locations, called the rally points [4] . Such plans seem like good ideas and there is anecdotal information that they are good, but there has been little analysis of why they are effective-and how to optimize such plans. Communication distance provides a way of discussing the problem. In an emergency situation, every member of a team may become temporarily isolated. There is a point at which a certain fraction (C) of the team reconvenes (say 1/3) and the organization can continue to function. We call such a fraction a communication critical mass. Reconvening can involve bringing people together in one location-or, in a set of electronically connected locations-so measuring communication distance can determine if critical mass has been achieved.
We need a measure for the overall communication distance of an organization of people, P . The communication between people can be represented as a graph G. In order to measure cohesion, we can use the diameter of the graph, which is the maximum node-to-node distance (in our case, person-to-person communication distance) [5] . We can pick a communication threshold D (say 60 seconds). Then, we can say the organization has communication critical mass when there exists Q P , with Q's links shown by the subgraph S G, such that diameterðSÞ < D and jQj > jP j Ã C.
It is obvious that, without any plan, the reassembly of a team of people will tend to be chaotic-for, without a Movement may be necessary to achieve this-either A can move to a secure phone or A can use D to courier a message.
location, many will proceed home, where they may find themselves without any easy way of communicating with other team members. Immediately after a disaster, without planning, all the edges of a communication graph go to some large number, perhaps a sizeable fraction of a day.
In contrast, if a rendezvous location has been chosen ahead of time, then the edges of the graph might be assigned the expected time of each team member to travel (by foot, if the transportation infrastructure is damaged) to the rendezvous location. It becomes possible to now reason about the situation. We might model the arrival times of all participants and project a time at which critical mass might be achieved. We can call the time from the disaster to the reestablishment of communication the time to communication critical mass-and, we can optimize alternative disaster plans by minimizing this measure. This problem can be seen as similar to optimization problems related to the placement of emergency and service facilities [6] , the difference being that we are interested in minimizing communication, rather than travel, distance.
Making Movement Decisions in an Ad Hoc Network
In many emergency situations, the underlying infrastructure may be absent. Mobile ad hoc networks (see Fig. 11 ) are attractive because they can be rapidly set up. These networks present some interesting problems.
Situation 4.
A wishes to communicate to B over an ad hoc network, as shown in Fig. 11 . Should A move down toward the tail of the 11 megabit chain to A's southeast, to the location C?
We note that, in ad hoc networks, our link between A and B is only as fast as the slowest link in between, in the current situation 56Kbps. Since travel times combine through addition and bandwidth times combine through parallel flow, in modeling the problem, we need to represent the entire channel to B. We are assuming a situation in which, perhaps to avoid disrupting the convoy, one cannot overtake vehicles directly ahead-the options are to proceed as usual or move laterally to the end of another chain.
We can abstract the diagram in Fig. 12 .
Our current link between A and B shows a 56Kbps link and no way to physically link up with B, as might be the case if A and B are moving at the same speed. Our options are to either stay put or travel over to C. This traversal will take 20 seconds, and there will be no connectivity during the travel time. For a given message size, we can compute the communication distances. Picking a message size of 5.5 megabits, we can transform Fig. 12 to Fig. 13 .
The shortest path is 20.5, through C, which suggests moving to C is optimal.
However, there is uncertainty-moving over to C may result in a higher expected bandwidth-but might also incur more risk, given that the path from C to B involves more links and, perhaps, more opportunity for failure. We are leading toward a more thorough discussion of risk-for now, we note that, with the proper utility function, the riskaverseness of the ad hoc mobile user might be factored into the decision above.
Deciding to Move to a Higher Bandwidth Connection
Situation 5. A person (A) working from home over a dial-up modem has a need to transfer a large 100 megabyte file to a colleague (B), who is working in an office. A is willing to travel and is near two coffee shops offering Internet access. What should A do to get the file to B the fastest?
Note there is an underlying assumption that makes the situation a problem-that the bandwidth of network connections at different geographic locations may vary drastically. If every network connection in the world only supplied 56Kbps access, then the solution is always easy-find the nearest connection. But, it is currently the case, and probably will be for a long time, that network bandwidth varies greatly depending on where one is physically. The above situation is similar to a minor quandary that the reader may have faced when traveling-deciding whether or not it makes sense to move from the slow dial-up connection of a hotel room to the high-speed communication of a nearby coffee shop. There are analogous situations with larger social impact-for example, an emergency responder who needs to receive a map or photograph in the middle of a disaster. In order to solve this and the more complex problem that will follow, we will, through a series of transformations, construct a graph which, when traversed using a shortest path algorithm, will yield our solution. We are making simplifying assumptions-that we have available accurate expected automobile traffic speeds and expected bandwidth. Later, we will discuss the issues of dynamics and uncertainty.
First, we can create a spatial graph G S representing roads in the area. Associated with each vertex are map coordinates. Associated with each edge is a measure of time to traverse the road in seconds. Mobile nodes such as A can move over the road network.
On the road map ( Fig. 14) , we can imagine placing a set of stationary communication hubs, Z, in this case, a home (w), an office (z), and hotspots (x; y), through which we can communicate over a shared network such as the Internet (see Fig. 15 ).
We can develop another graph, showing expected bandwidth between each point of the network, shown in Fig. 16 .
We are really looking for the bandwidth to z from w, x, and y. So, we can transform this bandwidth graph again, shown in Fig. 17 . Now, we can combine the graphs. For a particular message size M, we can transform the edge of the label of the bandwidth graph into the seconds to transmit the file, yielding a graph we name G Z . Then, we can create a graph Fig. 18 shows G for M ¼ 100 megabytes. Each edge now is labeled with a communication distance.
The paths in G can be added. We can inspect for the shortest path-in Situation 5, with a 100 megabyte file, the solution is to drive along the path shown in Fig. 18 . For a different size file, the graph will be different, as will the solution. For very short files, A is best off staying home. For an extremely large file, A is best off delivering the file in person to B.
Moving and Communicating at the Same Time
In the previous situation, we assumed a file could not be transferred while driving. Here, we assume we can transfer a file while driving. We assume we can maintain our connection and our bandwidth just increases or decreases when we reach the hotspots. In other words, we are assuming that there is some underlying mechanism in place which provides seamless mobility. This is rarely possible today, but we are anticipating that a combination of in-car communication systems and WiFi roaming standards will converge in the future to create such an infrastructure [7] . Situation 6. A person (A) has a mobile device and realizes he needs to transfer a large 100 megabyte file to a colleague (B), who is working in an office. A is willing to travel and is near two coffee shops offering Internet access. These coffee shops, the road network, A's home, and B's workplace, all have compatible technologies so that A can maintain a connection while traveling. The fixed locations all provide higher bandwidth than the road network. What should A do to get the file to B the fastest?
We need to augment our map because we want to know what our bandwidth is as we drive. Let us assume we have a map of the expected available bandwidth along each road. This is a futuristic assumption-such maps are currently rare. However, they can be built [8] . We are assuming that the bandwidth along each edge represents the available bandwidth out to a high-speed backbone link. Fig. 19 shows this-each of the top segments is labeled with the bandwidth connection out to the backbone.
To simplify our diagram, we can label each edge in the graph with two numbers-the time to travel across the edge and the rate of communication while on the edge, shown in bold in Fig. 20 . Note that, although this diagram looks similar to network flow representations in which flows and constraints are shown for each edge, it is not the same. The rate of communication is not a flow between the intersections, but instead represents bandwidth out through a backbone to a destination, in this case B.
As we drive, we are transmitting and the file size diminishes as we move. As we reach each intersection, our accumulated time has increased and our remaining file size has decreased. If we approach a particular intersection along two different paths, it is possible that one path will have a smaller accumulated time, but a larger leftover file. For example, in Fig. 20 , consider the approach to intersection q. If we approach down the left side, we will spend 80 seconds and will have transmitted 120 megabits (40 seconds * 1Mb + 40 seconds * 2Mbps). If we approach from the path indicated on Fig. 18 , we will have spent 70 seconds but will have transmitted 70 megabits. Which path is shorter? The answer is dependent on the bandwidth of our hotspot for, if the final bandwidth is high enough, we should choose the second path, with the lowest accumulated time, over the first. We develop this more formally, creating the structure we will need to solve Situation 6 and, along the way, making some more formal observations about Situation 5.
We define an attributed spatial graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ. to physically traverse edge e and bw yields the expected bandwidth in bits per second over the length of edge e. It is apparent that, from this structure, we can derive the expected amount of bits transmitted while traversing an edge by computing tðeÞ Ã bwðeÞ. For problems such as Situation 5 in which each edge can be used for physical or data movement, but not both, we can define a function where M = the message size in bits to be communicated.
By extension, we define the communication distance between A and B in a graph G for message size M as the shortest path in a graph labeled with communication distances at each edge.
When M is small and there is an electronic connection, then we have the cases discussed earlier in the paper where we described the communication distance as epsilon, representing an instant connection.
The problem is more complex when we wish to both traverse and send data at the same time. Starting from a base A, for a hotspot H, is it worth traveling to get there? We can consider a hotspot reachable with respect to a message size M if, along the shortest path p, we will transmit less than M bits. Otherwise, by the time we arrive at the hotspot, the message will have been sent.
There are two variations possible-today's version, in which we would need to restart file transmission when we arrived at a hotspot, and tomorrow's version, in which we can continue seamlessly. In the variation in which we would need to start our file transmission over from the beginning when we reach a hotspot, we need to first check its reachability. If it is reachable, we need to compare our time to transmit from the present location with the time to travel to the remote location and send the file.
Assuming a current position X, a hotspot H, and a destination B, with edges e, h, and d as shown in Fig. 21 , then we move only if tðeÞ þ M bwðhÞ < M bwðdÞ . But, if we are in a situation in which we can maintain connectivity, then the problem is more difficult-for, as we drive toward our hotspot, our file is getting smaller. The path we should choose is dictated by the bandwidth of the hotspot we are driving toward. If the hotspot is really fast, then we are willing to drive low bandwidth links which get us to the hotspot quickly. We can define a spatial graph G S ðV ; EÞ, a start and end point A, B in V , and a hotspot graph G Z ðZ; F Þ, where, for all f in F , all e in E, bwðfÞ > bwðeÞ. In other words, the bandwidth at the hotspots is higher than the bandwidth of all the other edges. We will consider each hotspot in turn, so, for each H in Z, with a corresponding edge f in F , we create a new graph
Consider that we are trying to optimize a path made up of two parts-a path p from A to H and an edge h from H to B, in which we take the remaining file and send it at the terminal bandwidth, bwðhÞ. The last edge weight is the second term in (1) , in which we calculate the transmission time at the hotspot by subtracting the bits sent so far from the message size and dividing by the hotspot's bandwidth.
In order to make sense, the bandwidth at location H must be higher than bandwidth elsewhere. For, if there is a road along the way with higher bandwidth, A should just pull over and transfer the file from the side of the road.
In comparing paths, we need a way of taking into account a potential high transfer rate at the end of the journey. We do so by creating a new graph G 0 with an edge time measure t 0 t 0 ðe 0 Þ ¼ tðeÞ À tðeÞ Ã bwðeÞ bwðhÞ : ð2Þ
The edge from the hotspot H to B is now:
Essentially, (3) is the time to transmit the entire message at the terminal bandwidth. Equation (2) offsets the time traveled along an edge by the future time value of the bits transmitted on each edge. Adding (2) and (3), the total path length is:
which is equivalent to (1) . We can view the traversal time t as a cost and the number of bits transferred as a benefit-the benefit is relative to the terminating bandwidth. We do not want to add many seconds to a journey if we are transmitting at a rate much lower than the terminating rate-in such a case, we want to bias toward traveling to the hotspot as quickly as possible. Equation (4) can be used to create a graph traversable with an efficient shortest paths algorithm and all edge weights except the last are independent of the message size. We show this transformation in Fig. 22 for our example, using the bandwidth of y, 44Mbps.
More formally, we claim that the shortest path in the transformed graph G 0 is the same as the shortest path in the Graph G. Our proof is by contradiction. For, if the shortest path is not the same, there must exist at least one pair of paths p in G, p 0 in G 0 , with corresponding edges e, e 0 , such that pathLengthðpÞ <> pathLengthðp 0 Þ. For, if all the paths are the same length in both graphs, then the shortest paths would also be the same. But, for all p, pathLengthðpÞ ¼ pathLengthðp 0 Þ for, as we have noted, (1) = (4): Fig. 21 . We will move from X to H only if the speed increase we get from this makes our overall message transmission time less than if we stay where we are and transmit over link d. Now, we discuss how to find the shortest path in G 0 . Note that there are paths in the graph in which we will have exhausted the file length before we even arrive at the terminating node. Depending on the application, we may want to reject such paths-in label-based shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra's, we can keep, at our node labels, the size of the file remaining and searches which go beyond the message size can be truncated.
Our algorithm then is the following: For a graph GðV ; EÞ, a source and destination node A and B, and a graph G Z ðZ; F Þ containing a set of hotspots, we can define a transformation G Â Z ! G 0 mapping the edges of G and G Z into weights using (2) . We can then look for shortest paths through each hotspot in turn: 8H 2 Z; G 0 H :¼ transformðG; HÞ; p H :¼ shortest pathðG 0 H Þ: Then, we can take the shortest of the shortest paths through each of the hotspots. The size of the set Z in practice will be small and the algorithm complexity is bounded by the shortest path algorithm, which can be any label-based one such as Dijkstra [9] since the edge costs are all positive. Implementations of Dijkstra's algorithm differ in complexity according to the data structure used, which in turn may depend on the nature of the weights. If the weights are positive and bounded by some number W , as they are in the situations we have discussed, and we can approximate the costs to integers, as would be reasonable in these situations, then we can use a Dijkstra implementation [10] with complexity OðjEj þ jV j ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi lg W p Þ. With such an implementation, the complexity of this algorithm would be OðjZjðjEj þ jV j ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi lg W p ÞÞ. While the situation we have discussed is a new problem to best of the author's knowledge, there is a large catalog of problems that can be transformed into shortest path problems [11] , [12] . What we have done is created a generalized cost function; not all two-dimensional problems have such solutions-if the criterion are truly separate, then the problem may prove intractable [13] , [14] .
EXTENSIONS UNDER MORE COMPLEX ASSUMPTIONS
Dynamics
In most environments, both travel times and bandwidth available will change over time. In some situations, we may know exactly the changes that will occur. For example, in the case of train schedules, we know how long the wait time for the next departure and transit time between stops will be. The model we presented can be extended to consider these dynamic cases by using Space-Time Networks [14] . The basic idea is the following-we quantize the time under study into discrete increments-for example, every five minutes. We then create a vector of time delays and generalized costs according to this quantization. Next, we create a new graph in which each node is replicated according to the number of time increments being studied. Edges between the time increments correspond to time delays.
Such a technique is frequently used to model train timetables-and provides us a way of modeling communication distance in such settings. It is straightforward to map the technique of the previous section into a Space-Time Network. A shortest path algorithm can still be used on the new graph. The complexity of the algorithm goes up as a function of the new edges created, which is, in turn, determined by the number of time periods under examination. Space-Time Networks could also be used to model automobile traffic-but, there is greater uncertainty and the techniques discussed next may be more applicable.
Uncertainty
In planning an automobile trip during rush hour, our ability to predict the future will be limited. Ideally, we would like the user of a decision aid to be able to indicate a level of risk adversity, either in general or per situation, and then recommend paths consistent with that level. Loui [15] analyzes several methods for creating and then finding shortest paths in graphs with stochastic weights. He points out that, given a graph where the weights on each edge are independent random variables with known distributions, it is possible to construct a utility function which will map the edge weights in such a way that risk is considered. The new graph can be solved using shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra. The actual utility function must be either affine linear or exponential-in other words, it must be absolute risk adverse [15] , [16] , [17] .
Whether or not such an approach can be used on the communication distance problem in a particular situation is a subject for future research. The utility function might prove too restrictive. And, the initial assumptions about independence may not hold. Still, Loui's approach offers a method for performing experiments on risk averseness as it relates to communication distance. Loui also points out that, with certain assumptions about distributions, a risk dimension can be traded for two deterministic dimensions. In some settings, communication distance may be just one of many dimensions being considered (for example, fuel cost might be important) and, in these cases, a multidimensional approach (with its associated higher complexity) may be necessary and the mapping of risk into deterministic dimensions would make sense. Other researchers have attacked the shortest path problem in stochastic graphs using a variety of techniques and heuristics [1] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] .
Are there easier ways? One common way of dealing with uncertainty is to acknowledge that costs are random variables-but immediately take the expected values of the variables and proceed deterministically. When we earlier defined the bandwidth measurement we used as the expected bandwidth, we were implicitly invoking such a strategy. The advantage of doing so is, of course, simplicity in both analysis and algorithm design. However, by taking the expected value, we are ignoring the nature of the distribution.
In our situations, when presented with two paths, one slightly shorter than another in terms of communication distance, we imagine a typical commuter will pick the shorter one. But, if we were to tell the commuter the shorter path involves driving through a downtown area at the beginning of rush hour, that commuter might opt for a path that is slightly longer, but less likely to trap the commuter in a traffic jam. Similarly, a decision aid might suggest a route that would take a commuter through an area notorious for spotty wireless coverage-the commuter might prefer a longer but safer path.
The reader might speculate that a simple heuristic which points a commuter in a certain direction might work. Such heuristics are difficult to construct as shortest routes are not straightforward-they often involve backtracking to find highway entrances [22] , [23] . However, heuristics will be important at a higher level. When information proves inaccurate-or disappears-through sensor malfunction or failure, then it is clear that risk has increased. If, for example, one finds while traveling that one's GPS unit is inaccurate, then one probably should use a heuristic to decide on whether or not to continue using the decision aid. If the mislocations are greater than the distance between blocks, the heuristic might be to immediately head toward a rally point, perhaps the closest visible hotspot. Such a heuristic might be most important for emergency responders-who might rely both on the algorithm discussed in Situation 6, as well as the contingency planning discussed in Situation 3.
Pragmatics
One might ask what evidence there is as to our ability to predict either traffic patterns or bandwidth. Wireless mobility technology is new and changing and data about expected bandwidth is scant. In contrast, automobile traffic modeling is a venerable field. However, drawing from the automobile literature, one can make a case either way. In looking for predictors of trip duration, some researchers have found that, counterintuitively, present measurement of traffic flow does better than a projection based on time of day-particularly in rush hour [24] . This would support a strategy of continually rerunning a deterministic shortest path decision aid based on real-time sensor data. On the other hand, most modelers of traffic report prediction success [25] and advocate a stochastic approach.
One might note that, if everyone has a decision aid with the above algorithm, that the aids may be guiding all participants to the same center, which would both increase traffic and reduce bandwidth.
The extent to which this might happen has a lot to do with the configuration of hotspots. If multiple high bandwidth centers are located on the edges of a town, for example, then the algorithm might neatly distribute drivers. If, in contrast, there is one or a small set of centers all located along a particular highway, then congestion might occur, in which case, the simple model discussed here could be extended to consider overall network capacity.
The technology that might create this problem could also solve it-for, if users of the system were willing to share their intended destinations with others on the road, then the decision aid could take into account the projected loads on the communication and transportation network.
RELATED WORK
The 1894 work of Cooley mentioned earlier is closely related to this work. Even though he argued for the separation of transportation and communication concerns, he wrote that "a market is the area over which competition extends and, though it has no sharp boundaries, it is clearly determined by the facility of transportation and communication" [26] . He noted that a central group of wholesalers could support a 100 mile radius of retailers if they had both a telephone and a way of getting goods to the retailer in a few hours. So, he described how transportation and communication can be used together and can broadly affect market behavior.
Moving to the present, ad hoc network protocols try to find the quickest path to communicate-and are more complex than fixed networks as mobility generates constant change. Location information is used in many protocols, but mainly as a way of limiting link status update frequency [27] . Some researchers have begun to consider explicitly directing where mobile nodes travel. In recent work, two alternative relay schemes are discussed -one in which a set of nodes acts like a snake, maintaining fixed distances, and another where the nodes act like runners between different parts of the network. In their analysis, runners work better [28] . In the same vein, others have discussed how, with knowledge of relative location, messages can relayed through the active movement of members of the network [29] .
At a higher level, there has been a body of work focused on using mobile networks for the distribution of large data files. Research into the creation of infostations and other mobility caching systems, all recognize the transportation aspect of mobile communication [30] . In a very specific scenario, researchers describe a system in which individuals who walk by associated hotspots might receive data as they walk, both from the hotspot and from information intentionally cached on the PDAs of other pedestrians [31] . The authors point out that most ad hoc network simulations assume no knowledge of the node's future movement path and that this assumption is not valid in many situations.
Work on infostations has been described as an instantiation of the trade-off between capacity and delay [32] . In other words, if we are willing to hold off on a communication, then an architecture of small radius, very high bandwidth locations may provide us greater capacity.
While the original work on infostations contemplated a stationary network, some recent modeling has shown that peer-to-peer networks can perform a similar function-data can move quickly between two passing mobile nodes which connect and disconnect-then the data can hop again so that in areas of high node density, data diffuses rapidly [33] . We observe that this idea can be seen in the following way as related to communication distance. For large messages, one might actually be better off with an intermittent, but high bandwidth connection, as envisioned in infostation work. Communication distance gives a possible way of evaluating this trade off-given a set of expected messages sizes, travel sources/destinations, and alternative, equalcost configurations of infostations, one could decide on infostation placement by minimizing the communication distance for a set of mobile users.
The concept of a personal mobility advisor is developed in a system called Mobiplan [34] . This system analyzes both costs and environmental impact. The work described here might be used to integrate communication benefits and costs into mobility advice. Other research has looked at personal transportation decisions in depth [35] , [36] . Recently, high-speed train owners have expressed plans to add WiFi capabilities as a way to increase ridership [37] . Research suggests that commuters are willing to travel longer if they are more productive while they are moving [38] . Our scenarios involving both driving and transmitting at the same time had WiFi in mind. Our assumption that these networks might allow roaming is not yet a reality, yet it is being worked on [7] .
IMPLICATIONS
The prevalence of GPS and wireless communication creates a new set of situations concerning our movement through space. We have detailed six of these situations and shown how to map these situations into simple graph representations. One feature of our graph representations is a mixing of transportation time and bandwidth time, leading toward a single measure which we call communication distance.
We have shown how this measure may be useful in dispatching situations. We suggest that individuals will not think to use all of the potential resources at their disposal to reduce communication distance. If this is true, then the decision aids we describe and have prototyped may have a positive impact on emergency dispatching. The measure may also prove useful in planning for disasters in which communication infrastructure may be lost.
We have cited evidence that the use of bandwidth maps may become a consideration in personal route planning. If this is true, there are some interesting public policy implications. If individuals are more likely to take public transportation if it provides more bandwidth than private transportation, then building free or inexpensive public bandwidth might be used to change transportation patterns. In a similar way, road system traffic might be altered by improving connectivity or increasing bandwidth along certain corridors, either permanently or dynamically. Jeffrey V. Nickerson received the PhD degree in computer science from New York University. He is an associate professor at Stevens Institute of Technology. His research interests include decision aids for mobility, emergency response, human-robot interaction, and information systems design. He is a member of the ACM and the IEEE.
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